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ABSTRACT

The aim of the present article is to deal with the main features of direct spectrums
with many morphisms. The idea of sheaves possessing more than one restriction map,
between any two objects of restrictions, is introduced and discussed.
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0. INTRODUCTION

Sheaf theory provides a language for the discussion of geometric objects of many
different kinds. For a long time after its introduction by Jean Leray, [14], [15], sheaf
theory was mainly applied to the theory of functions of several complex variables or to
algebraic geometry, until it became a basic tool for almost all mathematicians. Sheaves
play several roles in the study of cohomology theories of general topological spaces with
general coefficient systems. Moreover, they furnish us with a common method of defining
various cohomology theories and of comparison between them. For example, to study
deeper properties of the Alexander cohomology, [4], E. Spanier introduced the cohomology
of a space with coefficients in a presheaf, [17]. The general properties of this cohomology
have been used to prove that for paracompact spaces the Alexander and Cech cohoraologies,
[7], are isomorphic, and with this result it was established universal-coefficient formulas
for Alexander cohomology of compact pairs and for Alexander cohomology with compact
supports of locally compact pairs.

Sheaf theory takes on its full strength when combines with many tools of homo-
logical algebra. In fact, J. Leray also introduced the idea that of spectral sequences which,
together with that of derived functor of Cartan-Eilenberg, [5], leads naturally to the theory
of derived categories of Grothendiek, [8]. In particular, without theory of derived cate-
gories, it would certainly not have been possible to obtain the generalization of Poincare's
duality, [17], as did J.L. Verdier in [19], or to treat with the classical theory of sheaves,
i.e. the six operations of Grothendiek on sheaves. In 1969, M. Sato, [16], gave a new and
fundamental idea, namely the microlocal point of view. It deepens the theory of sheaves
and leads to many applications. For example, many morphisms in sheaf theory becomes
isomorphisms if some microlocal condition is satisfied. Later, in 1982, by abstracting their
previous work on raicrohyperbolic systems, [11], M. Kashiwara and P. Schapria introduced
the notion of micro-support of a sheaf, which allowed them to study sheaves microlocally,
[12], and in particular, to make contact transformations operate on sheaves, [13].

It is well known that the general purpose of sheaf theory is to obtain global
information from local one, or else to define obstructions which characterize the fact that a
local property does not hold globally any more. Hence, sheaf theory is a wide generalization
of a part of algebraic topology (e.g. singular homology theory, [7]) which corresponds to
constant sheaves or, more generally, to locally constant sheaves, [10], [18].

The local information in sheaf theory depends upon the concept of direct system
and its limit, [7],. This concept also has shown a particularly elegant method for defining
Cech homology and cohoiuology theories. At this stage may arise the idea of replacing this
system by direct spectrum with many morphisms, [9]. This approach has been applied to
define the connectivity groups, [9]; the singular homoiogy groups appear as direct limits
and the singular cohomology groups are inverse limits, in exact contrast with the Cech

theory. In view of direct and inverse spectrums with many morphism concepts, many
results have been obtained, [1], [2], [3], [6].

In the present work the sets and abelian groups are the two main types of structure
with which we shall be considering; it should be clear how to phrase the definitions and
results for the cases of groups, rings, fj-modules etc.

1. M-SPECTRUMS

In the present section we present a self-contained work exposition of direct spec-
trum with many morphisms (abbreviated: M-spectrum). We introduce the idea of target
for M-spectrum, and making use of the universality property, it leads to define the limit
for such spectrum. Moreover, we express this limit for M-spectrum of abelian groups by
means of a quotient group of the direct sum of the groups.

Definition 1.1 Let {G(a) : a € /} be a system of seU (abelian groups) indexed by
a directed set I, and, for each a < b in I, define a nonempty set Mora(a,b) of maps
(komomorphisms) n'al : G(a) —» G(b) (or in the case of no ambiguity, Mor(a,b), ?r',
resp.). The collection G = {G(a), Mor(a,b); 1} is called M-spectrum on I, of set (abelian
groups), if it satisfies conditions (My) — (M$) below:

(Mi) For each a 6 I, the identity map ida of G(a) belongs to Mor{a,a).

(M2) Whenever a < b < c, the composition 7r<-"> 0/IT1 £ Mor(a, b), ft1 6 Mor(b, c)
belongs to Mor(a,c).

(M3) Whenever a < b,ga e G(a), and 7r',7rJ are in Mor(a,b), then there exist c > b
and ir£c suck that w(k') ga = w1-^ gb.

For convenience of terminology, any image of an element ga € G{a) under any
morphism Ti'al> is said to be a successor of j 0 , and any pre-image of JJ 6 G(b) under any
w'ah is termed as ancestor of <?(,, [9],

Examples 1.1 (I) Let G(a) be the set IN of positive integers, and Mor(a,b) the
collection of the maps x', where i £ IN, defined by: ir1 n — i if n < i, and n' n = n
otherwise.

(II) Assume that r is the relative topology on X = [0,1] with respect to the real line R;
T is directed by inclusion, i.e. U < V iff V D V. For each n e IN, define /„ : X -* IR by:

Let Gi(U) = {f% : n e IN}, where f% denotes the restriction fn\U, and

Mor(U} V) = {TT' : i € IN}, where

Jlj if n is even and -j < i,
T otherwise .



Then G] is M-spectrum of sets on T.

(Ill) Consider the topology T0 on IN consists of Ua = <£, and Um = {m, ro + l ,m + 2 , . . . } ,

where m € IN. Let F(Um) = Z (the group of integers) if m ^ 0, and F(Uo) be the

trivial group. Consider that Mor(Um,Un) is {idum} if m = n, {0m} if m / n = 0, and

0[/m} if m / n / 0. Then F is M-spectrum of abelian groups on r0.

(IV) On the topology r0 of IN, define F(I/m) to be the multiplicative group {2*m : k £ Z}

if Um # 0, and F{U0) = {1}. Assume that, for i € IN, * ' : F(Um) -* F(Un) is given by:

ir1 2*m = 2'*". The set Mor((7m,f/n) consists of the trivial homomorphism, and all 7r"s.

Then F is M-spectrum of abelian groups on TQ.

Definition 1.2 A target of M-spectrum G of sets (abelian groups) is a set (abelian

group) G' and a family of maps (homomorphisms) (7ro : G(a) —t G')af7 such that if a < b

then nt,Tr' = 7ra for all i (i. e. all T* b). If, in addition, G' satisfies the universal property:

given any target & of G, there is a unique map (homomorphism) f : G' —» G* such that

fna = fa, for every a 6 / , then G' is called universal target of G.

It is not difficult to prove the following results, (compare with [18]).

Lemma 1.1 Any two universal targets of M-spectrum are naturally isomorphic.

Lemma 1.2 let Gl be a target of M-spectrum G such that

(i) if g € G*, then there is a € / such that g € Im(iva),

(ii) if a,b £ / , ga £ Ga, and pj, £ Gi, then wa ga = ffj gj iff there is c £ I such that

a < c,b < c and T^J ga = nlc gi, for some i,j (i.e. some T ^ T ^ ) . Then G' is a

universal M -target of G.

Definition 1.3 The limit G°° of M-spectrum G is the quotient set of the disjoint

union of alt G(a) }s, with respect the equivalence relation defined by: ga £ (G(a) and

gt, £ G(i) are equivalent iff they have a common successor, [9],

If G is M-spectrum of abelian groups the addition in G°° is defined by [9]:

[ffa] + [9b] = K c 9a + *tc 9b] ,

for some c € / and some i, j .

Lemma 1.3 Gx with the natural maps wa : Ga —* G°° is universal target ofG.

Actually, G°° and 7ra's satisfy assumptions of Lemma 1.2.

Combining Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3 yield the equivalence of the limit and universal
target.

Definition 1.4 Let G and G be M-spectrums on I. / morphism of M-spectrums

f : G -+ G is a family of maps (or homomorphisms) /„ : G(a) —t G(a) (given one for each

a & I) partially compatible with the maps (homomorphisms) ofG. Namely, if a < b and

IT" € MorG(a,b) then thtre is ¥& € MorG{a,b) such that / j TT1 - 7r'(i) Ja.

The morphism / is called a bimorphism of M-spectrums if {/„}<!€/ is partially compatible
with the maps (homomorphisms) of G.

Composition of such morphisms (bimorphisms) of M-spectrurns of sets (abelian

groups) is defined by: {gf)a = ga fa if G -U G -?-* G. The family {ida}aeI forms the

identity bimorphism ido '• G —> G. A bimorphism / of M-spectrum is an isomorphism if

there is a bimorphism h : G —t G such that gf = idF and fg = ida, or, equivalently, if all

fa's are bijective (isomorphisms).

Examples 1.2 (I) Let G be the M-spectrum given in Examples 1.1. Assume that

fa • G(a) —* G(a) is given by fa n = n + 1. Then / is an isomorphism of M-spectrums.

(II) Consider the M-spectrums of groups F,F of Examples 1.1. For each U € ro,ftm :
F(Um) - . F(U) is given by: hmr = 2 r m . Then h : F -> F is a morphisn but not a
bimorphism.

A morphism of M-spectrums f : G —> G induces a limit map (homomorphism)
/<= : G°° - . G°° given by:

One can easy to show that if / is an isomorphism then f°° is also isomorphism, but the

converse is not true; for example, the induced homomorphism ft00, of the morphism h given

in Examples 1.2, is an isomorphism.

Now, we conclude this section by giving a particular structure of limit group of

M-spectrum of abelian groups, (compare with [7]).

Condition (Ma) of Definition 1.1 plays an essential role in the proof.

Theorem 1.1 The limit group of M-spectrum G of abelian groups is a quotient group

of the group H = @ G(a).

Proof For each ga € G(a) and ir' € Mirr(a,b) the element a^ -it' ga — aaga of the

direct sum H is called an M-re!ation, where aa : G{a) —* /T is the canonical map, [10].

Denote by H\ the subgroup of H generated by all these relations. It is sufficient to prove

that H* = {HjHi,(Ta)a£j} satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1.2, where ra : G(a) —*

HjHi is the natural map. Firstly, because ab 7r'jo - aaga belongs to # i for any i, then

Ta3a = Tix'ga, i.e., Hl is a target of G.

m

Secondly, consider that h = h + H-, e H/Ht, and h = £ aak gah (finite sum),

where g^t £ G(ak). Let b £ / such that ak < b for all k. Pick JT'* in Mor(ak,b). Then
TO

9b = E 9* G Gt, where gf = w'* gak. Because ab gf-a,kgat 6 Hlt then abgb-hs Hu
* i



i.e., rj gi = h, which means that H* satisfies Condition (i) of Lemma 1.2.

Lastly, consider that gc € G(c) such that rc(gc) = 0. Then

k=i

Choose d € / such that c < d, ak < d, bk < d, ir3> £ Mor(bt,d) for every k, and ir"

Mor(c, d). Since

and otd v" 9c = (a* ' " 9c ~ <*c 9c) + <xc gc ,

it follows that

(1.1)

i.e. a finite sum of relations. Consider the cases below:

Case (i) e r 's are distinct and different from d. According to the definition of direct

sum and equality (1.1), gCr = 0 and nn gc = 0.

C a s e (ii) e r ' s are distinct and one of them er(J is identical with d. Then gtj. = 0 for

all r ^ ro, and

T " 9C = - f fe r o + T< r o gCra •

Since </ero = idi gCro, T1'" gtra have a common ancestor, then according to Condition
(M3), there is da > d and i'" £ Mor(d,d0) such that ne° gCra = f'0 TT'1" j t r o , which, in
turn, yields that (H'" ir")fifc = 0.

Case (iii) The set {er|r = 1, 2 , . . . , m*} has s repetitions:

where e r>(1) 's are distinct. Then ffCr = 0, for all r £ {rj(P)!i = 1,2, . . . ,« and p =

1 ,2 , . . . , m ; } . We discuss the following two subcases:

Subcase (1) e r , ( 1 ) ' s are different from d. Then

E
Substitute equalities (1.2) in equality (1.1), we get

s "V

(1.2)

(1.3)

, T j e f , of the right-hand side of
f (

Because the first two elements — ir '1(I1 j E r , T r '

equality (1.3), have a common ancestor, then, by means of (M3), there is <f1(2) > d and
#'1(2) g Mor(d, (fi(2)) such that equality (1.3) can be reduced to the form:

Apply the same procedure for the first two elements of the last equality and continue until
we get a sequence of homomorphisms of the type 7f*'<'>; their composition with ir" yields
a homomorphism n' € Mor(c, d,(m,) for which n* gc = 0.

Subcase (2) One of er>(1), say, eri(1), is identical with d. We get, for j / 1, the
equalities (1.2). Substitute in equality (1.1), we obtain:

j=2 p=2

JtrHr)J
(1.4)

Apply the procedure of Case (ii) for the first two elements of equality (1.4), and then
apply the procedure of Subcase (1) subsequently. Then we obtain a homomorphism 7r" £
MOT{C, </,(„,,)) such that iz* gc = 0.

proof.
Therefore Condition (ii) of Lemma 1.2 is verified for H\ which completes the

2. M-SHEAVES

Putting together all the above facts encouraged us to study what happens in the
more general situation of sheaves including more than one restriction map acting on the
sections.

Throughout this section, X means a topological space and jV^ denoes the di-
rected set (by inclusion) of the open neighbourhoods of a point x e X.

Definition 2.1 A presheaf with many morphisma (abbreviated: M-presheaf) F of
sets (abelian groups) on X is given by.

1. For each open set U of X, defined a set (abelian group) F(U) of sections.

2. For each pair of open sets U D V of X, given a nonempty set Morp(U,V) of
restriction maps (homomorphisms) p' : F(U) —» F(V) such that:
i) for all U, idv € Morp{U, U)\
ii) if U D B DW (all open), p{ e Morp(U,V), and p> e Morp(V,W), then
p> p' = pO') € Morp(U,W);



iii) ifU, V) are open, V e Afx,s € F(U), and p\ pi are in Morp(U, V), then there

areW eAf, for which VDW, and pk e Morp{V, W) such that p<-kih = p(ki)s.

It is easy to show that, for any x G X, F(jVr) = {F(U), Morp(U,V);Afz} is

M-spectrum; its limit Fx is called the M-stalk of F at x. An element of Fz represented

by s 6 F(U), where x € U, is called Af-section of F on U; it is denoted by ar.

Definition 2.1 Tiuo M-secitonj st,tx of M-presheaf F on U are said to be strictly

equal; written tx = tz; if there exists V € JVX, V C U, such that p's = p't for all p' €

A morphism (bimorphism) / : F —> G of M-presheaves on X is defined exactly

as in Definition 1.4, it induces a morphism (bimorphism) /(vVr) : F(Afx) —* G(J^fI), x € X.

The limit map of the morphism /(jV,) is fx:FI—t Gx, and given by / , (« ,) = ( /^j) , .

The functoriallity ( j / ) x = ffr/r whenever F—*G-^>H are morphisms, is easy to check.

Note also (idp)I = idp^ is obvious too.

Definition 3.1

conditions:

An M-preaheaf F on X is called M-sheaf if it satisfies the following

(51) for any open set U of X, any open covering U = \J U\, any s ,S ' € F(U) such

that p's = p'S1 for all X £ A and all p' e Morp{U, U\), implies s = S1.

(52) For any open set U ofX, any open covering, U = (J U\, any family s\ £ F(U\)

satisfying p'sx — p's^ for all pairs (A,//) and some p' € MOTP{U\,U\ fl U,,),

p1 G M<rrp(Up, Ux O U,,), there exists s € F(U) such thai pks = sx for all A and

some k.

Theorem 2.1 Any sheaf (presheaf), [13], is an M-sheaf (M-preshtaf).

Actually, in this case the set Morp(U,V) is a singleton.

Theorem 2.2 Let F,G be M-presheaves such that G satisfies condition (Si), and

f,g:F—>Gbe morphisms such that, for any x € X, jz(sx)= ffr(«r) for ffi" si € Fz-

Then f = g.

Proof Let U be open in X, and s 6 F(U). Then U £ J\ft for all x £ 17, and

A(*r) = ffr(sj-), i.e. (fus)x = (st/*)r- This yields the existence of VT G N't, U D V,, such

that p% fv s = p' gu $ for all p' G Morpc(!7, Vx). Applying the Condition (5i) to the

open covering V = (J Vx, we get /„ s~ gu s, i.e. /„ = gu.

In an analogous way one can prove the next result.

Theorem 2.3 Let F be an M-sheaf, U open subset of X, and s,t € F(U). Then
s = tiffsx^ tx for all x € V.

8
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